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The cloud computing paradigm has risen, during the last 20 years, to the task of bringing
powerful computational services to the masses. Centralizing the computer hardware to a few
large data centers has brought large monetary savings, but at the cost of a greater geographical
distance between the server and the client. As a new generation of thin clients have emerged,
e.g. smartphones and IoT-devices, the larger latencies induced by these greater distances,
can limit the applications that could benefit from using the vast resources available in cloud
computing. Not long after the explosive growth of cloud computing, a new paradigm, edge
computing has risen. Edge computing aims at bringing the resources generally found in cloud
computing closer to the edge where many of the end-users, clients and data producers reside.

In this thesis, I will present the edge computing concept as well as the technologies enabling
it. Furthermore I will show a few edge computing concepts and architectures, including multi-
access edge computing (MEC), Fog computing and intelligent containers (ICON). Finally, I
will also present a new edge-orchestrator, the ICON Python Orchestrator (IPO), that enables
intelligent containers to migrate closer to the users.

The ICON Python orchestrator tests the feasibility of the ICON concept and provides per-
formance measurements that can be compared to other contemporary edge computing im-
plementations. In this thesis, I will present the IPO architecture design including challenges
encountered during the implementation phase and solutions to specific problems. I will also
show the testing and validation setup. By using the artificial testing and validation network,
client migration speeds were measured using three different cases - redirection, cache hot ICON
migration and cache cold ICON migration. While there is room for improvements, the migration
speeds measured are on par with other edge computing implementations.
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1 Introduction

Since the first introduction of mobile computing devices, one particular problem has per-
sisted - the comparatively lack of performance in comparison to stationary devices. To
alleviate the lack of computing power in mobile devices, heavy computing operations have
traditionally been off-loaded to servers. Nowadays, the server software resides almost ex-
clusively in large centralized data centers, i.e. in the cloud. However, the centralization
of the infrastructure does come with its own share of drawbacks. The average latencies
increase due to longer network paths. Inter-AS routing also add jitter due to e.g. dynamic
route selection (Charyyev et al., 2020). The increased latency can negatively affect the
perceived fluency of the application (Satyanarayanan et al., 2009; Deber et al., 2015) or
even make some use cases impossible.

Bringing the computation closer to the edge seems like the obvious solution for lowering the
latency between the mobile device and the server software. Over the years, many solutions
have been proposed, e.g. cloudlets (Satyanarayanan et al., 2009), fog computing (Bonomi
et al., 2012), path computing (Mortazavi et al., 2017) and multi-access edge computing
(MEC) (Taleb et al., 2017) to name a few. The architectures differ in many ways, from
the need of centralized control to usage of very specific off-loaded methods which in many
cases requires specifically tailored applications or contracts with multiple edge computing
providers.

Recently, Aleksandr Zavodovski et al. presented a novel infrastructure for edge computing,
the intelligent container (ICON) (Zavodovski, 2020; Zavodovski et al., 2018; Zavodovski
et al., 2019). The architecture revolves around applications, encapsulated in generic con-
tainers, that possess a bit of extra intelligence. The application can make independent
decisions to migrate closer to users utilizing edge compute services provided by indepen-
dent edge providers (IEPs).

The ICON architecture tackles issues such as finding the best deployment locations based
on user locations, which includes issues such as figuring out parts of the network topology
and discovery of IEPs that are closer to the user. It also provides means for bidding and
payment of the used services - parts that also may affect the placement logic (e.g. service
provided is too expensive).

In this thesis I will present a prototype ICON orchestrator - the ICON Python Orchestrator
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(IPO). IPO provides the back-bone for a global ICON network consisting of different IEPs
that offer resources (e.g. execution time, memory and storage). Every IEP runs an
ICON orchestrator that assists in the network discovery process and provides a mean
of running containers. I will present the architecture, solutions to issues encountered
during the implementation, such as performance improvements and simplifications over
the original ICON architecture, and finally a benchmark on the performance of this bare-
bones architecture.

Issues dealing with bidding, proof-of-work and payment will mostly be side stepped as
IPO doesn’t currently deal with those issues - it only provides extra services to a simple
container, means for the container to find closer deployment locations and a migration
service.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 will go through the basics of edge computing.
I will present the edge computing concept as well as the technologies enabling it. On top
of that, I will present the state of the art in edge computing as well as comparing them
to each other. In chapter 3, I will present a simple proof-of-concept ICON orchestrator,
the ICON python orchestrator (IPO). Finally, I will evaluate the performance of IPO in
chapter 4 as well as compare it to other contemporary edge computing solutions.



2 Background

Off-loading computationally expensive tasks from thin clients to servers with more capable
hardware is almost as old as computers themselves. We have, however, evolved a bit
from the early days of computer terminals connected to mainframes and are faced with a
new set of thin clients, such as lightweight IoT (Internet of Things) and mobile devices.
Additionally, the mainframes have been changed to data centers that mostly reside far
away from the clients.

In this chapter, I will first present some key technologies that are used in edge comput-
ing (EC). I will also show a few distributed edge computing paradigms, architectures and
concepts, including the ICON edge computing paradigm. The focus is on general purpose
edge computing, that is run on full-fledged hardware - IoT-centric edge computing con-
cepts are left out, due to the strict requirements the limited hardware alone puts on the
software architecture. Similarly, pure compute architectures, such as BOINC (Anderson,
2020) and Dfinity (Team et al., 2022) are left out due to the differing constraints in these.
Communication latency easily becomes a non-issue when compute units can take minutes
to hours to complete.

2.1 Technologies enabling edge computing

The technologies enabling edge computing can be considered a super-set of those required
for cloud computing. As virtualization and containerization are the corner-stones of cloud
computing it’s not surprising that edge computing platforms depend on these technologies
as well. However, edge computing requirements vary between architectures because e.g.
having differing control models. For example, the need for trusted execution environments
isn’t as apparent in architectures with a centralized control of the compute infrastructure
compared to an open infrastructure where anyone can participate. In this section, I will
present some of the most relevant technologies that are used in edge computing architec-
tures.
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2.1.1 Virtualization

Modern operating systems bring virtualized resources to applications and provide sepa-
ration so that one application crashing doesn’t necessary bring down other applications
running on the same system. However, it’s often desirable to be able to run application
from different operating system images or even different kernel images. Thus comes the
concept of containers and virtual machines. Virtual machines (VMs) have been success-
fully utilized since the age of mainframes, e.g. IBM’s System 370 architecture. Virtual
machine monitors (VMMs), that run the VMs, come in several flavors (Adams and Agesen,
2006);

• Interpretive: Each instruction to be executed is “interpreted”, i.e. the instruction is
analyzed in software and its intended state change in applied to the virtual machine
state. This is by far the slowest method of running a virtual machine, often requiring
100’s to 1000’s of native instructions to run one virtualized instruction.

• Trap-and-emulate: When the native machine instruction-set and the virtual ma-
chine instruction-set overlap, the virtual machine instructions can be run in a less-
privileged level. Attempts to invoke supervisory-level instructions will cause the host
processor to invoke code in the VMM through interrupts or traps. The VMM can
then fix-up the virtual machine state in a safe manner and later on return the exe-
cution to the VM. For trap-and-emulate to work, the CPU architecture has to sup-
port trapping all supervisor instructions; which e.g. the prevalent x86-architecture
doesn’t do (e.g. “popf” silently discarding flags when in user-level).

• Paravirtualization: While doing-trap-and-emulate virtualization can be considered
a pretty simple and fast way to run VMs, the CPU architecture can be an obstacle
for doing it cleanly. Also, the traps happen on an instruction level granularity which
might lead to several traps when updating important privileged structures or doing
IO. In paravirtualization, the VMM provides special traps or function calls to the
VM, for common operations, that operating system kernels regularly need to do (e.g.
managing page tables). As traps always have some overhead, minimizing the need
of traps can bring a significant speedup to these operations (Barham et al., 2003).
However, this requires re-writing parts of the guest operating system kernel so it’s
not always a feasible solution.

• Binary translation: When trap-and-emulate or paravirtualization isn’t possible, bi-
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nary translation (BT) can bring the execution speed close to native execution speed
by re-writing the guest instructions to be run on the host system. Implementing BT
on an architecture like x86 (IA32, AMD64) is, however, a lot harder than doing it on
e.g. a Java virtual machine (JVM) as data and code separation isn’t clear. Just-in-
time (JIT) translation can be used to re-write the code in chunks, with appropriate
traps inserted into the translation.

• Hardware-assisted virtualization: In all kind of virtualization, the VMM needs to
keep a shadow-state of the VM privileged structures and update it once the guest
system invokes privileged operations. In a hardware-assisted VMM, the native CPU
provides shadow-state structures that can be updated transparently by the CPU
itself when the guest system invokes privileged operations, thus bypassing costly
traps into the VMM. For example, in x86 this implies adding a new execution mode
for the VM, the guest mode, with its shadow state stored in the virtual machine
control block.

While VMs provide excellent separation between tasks, it also comes with a lot of overhead
as it requires a full-blown operating system running inside each VM with its own memory
management and device drivers (Merkel et al., 2014). Operating system containers provide
a lightweight virtualization of resources, while still allowing applications to run on separate
software stacks and having a separate system view (e.g. separate networking and file
system).

2.1.2 Overlay images and filesystems

Overlay images and filesystems provide ways for application data to be appended to an
existing static system image or filesystem. They both look exactly the same from an
application perspective and the difference can only be observed at the block layer. Overlay
images, often used in virtual machines, e.g. the qcow copy write image format used by the
QEMU VMM (Wikipedia contributors, 2022a), are filesystem agnostic and only deal with
differences at the block-device (e.g. disk) level. Overlay filesystems, also called a union
mounts (Wikipedia contributors, 2021b), however do the layering on the visible filesystem
level, merging directory structures of several paths or filesystems into a single coherent
view for the application.

In figure 2.1, a comparison of the two methods is illustrated. The overlays in the example
consist of only two layers, but several layers are also possible, e.g. having an operating
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Figure 2.1: Example comparison of two similar overlay image and filesystem layouts.

system base layer, with the second layer being an additional library or framework support
layer, followed finally by the application layer. The base image in the example, contains the
common operating system files (e.g. “/usr/” directory structure found in Unix-systems),
whereas the second layer contains the application data (the “/app/” directory structure).
The second layer in the overlay image contains the differences on a per-block basis as
written to the block device by the filesystem driver. The change format is highly dependent
of the overlay image storage format (e.g. the qcow format records the changes in a specific
way) and doesn’t make sense on its own. The overlay filesystem however contains two
coherent filesystems residing on different block devices1 with files readable even without
the other layers present.

Overlay images and filesystems, while not critical to edge computing, are still used in
many cloud and edge computing architectures. Layered filesystems can minimize the
memory and disk usage on the host system as well as reduce deployment times, when
several similar containerized applications utilize the same base filesystem image (Merkel
et al., 2014). Especially in edge computing, the usage of base images for applications can
cut off a measurable part of application data needed to be transmitted when migrating
applications between edge systems (Satyanarayanan et al., 2009).

1In the example - this isn’t however a strict requirement of union mounts, as any directory can become
a member of a union mount.
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2.1.3 Trusted execution environments

When moving from a cloud-centric to a edge-centric control model, the obvious question
arises - how to ensure the security of the distributed data. When deploying software in
a cloud-centric environment, it’s easy for an independent application vendor to choose
one or a few cloud providers and make “airtight” contracts (i.e. service-level agreements
or SLA:s). The contract ensures the security - with the threat of prosecution if the
service provider violates it. However, in a fully distributed edge-centric architecture, it is
downright impossible to make legally binding contracts with every infrastructure provider
as they are numerous and spread over many jurisdictions.

A trusted execution environment (TEE) provides a tamper-resistant environment separate
from the host system for the guest software (Sabt et al., 2015). The host system shouldn’t
be able to interfere with the guest system inside a TEE or read its state (such as encryp-
tion keys). A TEE should therefore provide a secure way of running security-sensitive
applications on untrusted edge-hardware.

There are several different kinds of TEE:s, from different vendors, but they generally
divide into two groups (Jia et al., 2022):

• Memory mapped: A TEE environment can be mapped inside the process executing
(e.g. Intel SGX secure enclaves). This enables applications to hide and secure a part
of the execution (e.g. verifying and signing of data) from the untrusted external
environment.

• Stand-alone: The TEE is is part of the hardware-assisted VM provided by the CPU
(e.g. AMD SEV). The VM state is completely hidden from the external untrusted
environment. Due to the sheer complexity of such a TEE, security issues have
been found on early implementations, such as side channel attacks on e.g. AMD
SEV (Morbitzer et al., 2018).

The choice of a TEE in an edge computing architecture comes down to the containerization
used; VM-based architectures should generally go with stand-alone TEE:s, while others
using operating system containers might benefit the most from encapsulating the critical
pieces into a memory-mapped TEE.
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2.1.4 Overlay networks

Overlay networks, including virtual private networks (VPNs) and software defined net-
works (SDNs) provide containers the means for both internal and external communica-
tion. While all edge-network architectures don’t necessary need internal communication,
it’s not hard to imagine benefits of simplifying or securing inter container-communication
with an overlay network, e.g. using a VPN (Roman et al., 2018).

Overlays that are network topology aware can also provide efficient services to the edge-
services. In edge computing architectures that form hierarchies of independent nodes, e.g.
ICON (Zavodovski et al., 2018) and CloudPath (Mortazavi et al., 2017), data aggregation
overlays can provide an efficient communication medium where each node aggregates data
from its children and propagates the changes to its parent.

2.1.5 Service function chaining

Service function chaining (SFC), provides means of describing service functions (SFs),
using a service description language (SDL) (Bhamare et al., 2016). Applications can bind
dynamically, through local service discovery, to services that fulfill certain criteria based
on the SDL. SFC has similar goals as edge computing, e.g. improving quality of service,
reducing cost and latency. Edge computing could provide a means for migrating SFs closer
to the users. Additionally, edge services could also make use of SFC and use services that
are e.g. closer and cheaper.

2.2 Fog Computing

Fog computing (Bonomi et al., 2012) is an early edge computing paradigm. It was ini-
tially centered around providing IoT-devices compute, storage and networking resources
and as such is mostly outside the scope of this thesis. However, there have been later
attempts in defining a more generic architecture, e.g. the edge-fog cloud (Mohan and
Kangasharju, 2016). Fog computing, perhaps due to its rather vague architecture defini-
tion in the original paper, is often used in comparison to other edge computing paradigms
and architectures.

Fog computing is built in tiers, starting from the first tier that directly interacts and
supports mobile- or IoT-devices. The lowest tier is mostly a pass-through layer providing
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Figure 2.2: Cloud-centric vs. edge-centric computing.

caching (e.g. data collection) and control of the devices attached to it. Each successive
higher tier provides more features, e.g. more computational power and data persistence.
The last tier can be e.g. the cloud - having all the resources an app would want, except
perhaps low latency communication.

For fog computing to become successfully, it would need full interoperability so that ser-
vices would work across different domains. The proposed users of fog computing include
connected vehicles, mobile devices and the usual IoT-devices required for smart grids,
cities, etc.

2.3 Edge-Centric Computing

The edge-centric computing concept (Garcia Lopez et al., 2015) takes aim at the modern
cloud-centric application model. It can be argued that cloud-centric systems suffer from
a few fundamental problems, such as loss of privacy and control of data, from a users
perspective. From a software vendor (ISV, independent software vendor) perspective there
is also the dependency of a specific cloud providers - deploying across several providers
can be rather cumbersome.

Bringing the control of the data and computation closer to the edge brings many oppor-
tunities for improving applications. An edge-centric model brings the intelligence and
control to the edge, where the users (humans) reside. The edge is were much of the data
is produced and used and where the intelligence (again, humans) resides that can make
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decisions on how to share private data. This almost certainly requires having a decentral-
ized peer-to-peer (P2P) system where user devices can communicate with each other and
possibly off-load computations or co-operate to save resources. Cloud-computing doesn’t
necessary become obsolete with the dawn of edge-centric computing, however the control
of the data shifts towards the edge and the cloud only acts as a dumb storage and compu-
tation provider. See figure 2.2 for a comparison between a cloud-centric and a edge-centric
service model.

There is a lot of computation power to be found near the edge, as user devices generally
reside there. However, user devices lack a common trust domain - end-to-end encryption
isn’t enough for data privacy when off-loading computation tasks and the data required
for the task. There can be malicious nodes that try to steal data or otherwise disturb the
computation processes in the edge. Doing queries/computations over encrypted data might
work in some cases, but other methods are required for a fully generic edge-computing
architecture.

The building-blocks needed, for functional edge-centric computing to become a reality, are
numerous. As such, edge-centric computing can be seen as an ideal to strive towards (at
least for some) for the moment. Less ambitious edge-computing concepts might become
reality in the meantime.

2.4 Cloudlets

The Cloudlet (Satyanarayanan et al., 2009) is an early VM-based edge computing paradigm.
The off-loaded computations are encapsulated inside virtual machine (VM) images that
can be distributed and executed in mini-clouds - so called cloudlets. These cloudlets should
reside closer to the user device1 and not only provide the much needed computational boost
but also at a lower latency than the equivalent cloud services.

The cloudlet architecture doesn’t have any central controlling authority and anyone is
free to setup a cloudlet in the local network. Cloudlets announce their presence, for
example by using zero-configuration networking (Wikipedia contributors, 2022b), e.g.
Avahi (Wikipedia contributors, 2021a). User devices can then send VM images, either
directly or by providing a download link, to the cloudlet for execution.

However, VM:s have several drawbacks - the images are large as they must contain not
1Some device that may benefit from computational aid, sometimes also called user equipment.
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only the application itself, but a full-blown operating system. Starting a VM also takes
much more time than just starting a single application. A cloudlet prototype, Kimberly,
tries to solve these most burning issues in two ways. First, application VM images are
overlayed on a common base image. The base image can be assumed to reside on every
cloudlet, so when starting a VM, only the application overlay needs to be transferred.
Second, the application overlays are accompanied by a VM resume point - by-passing a
possibly lengthy VM boot-up and application start-up. However, the construction of such
VM:s is more costly, but it can be assumed that this can be done off-line well before usage,
possibly in the cloud.

The cloudlet server provides a VNC (remote desktop) connection to the running VM,
allowing the user device to interact with the application running inside the VM. Due to
this transparent communication protocol, the application running inside a cloudlet can be
completely oblivious of the underlying cloudlet system - in fact most standard applications
should work without any changes.

The cloudlet-system, as provided by Kimberley, doesn’t provide any data-persistence sup-
port, so the application state must somehow be managed in the application, possibly stor-
ing further data in the cloud. This can be a problem as one of the benefits of the system was
that applications should work out-of-the-box, e.g. when running a spreadsheet-cloudlet
one probably would want to save the results to a persistent storage.

In real world applications the business case or reason to provide cloudlet services is left
for further studies - perhaps a network operator might benefit from providing cloudlets to
their customers?

2.5 Multi-access Edge Computing

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) is the continuation of the previous ETSI (European
Telecommunications Standards Institute) Mobile Edge Computing standardization (Hu et
al., 2015), with the “mobile” part changed in September 2016 (Taleb et al., 2017). MEC
aims at providing a common interface for “mobile network operators, application devel-
opers, over-the-top players, vertical business segments, independent software vendors, IT
platform vendors and system integrators” (Taleb et al., 2017). The building blocks envi-
sioned for MEC are non other than most of the ones previously mentioned in section 2.1,
e.g. containerization, virtualization, service function chaining, and so on. There has not
been a lot of focus on secure computing (e.g. TEEs), probably because the focus has
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Figure 2.3: ETSI Multi-access edge computing reference architecture with federation support (ETSI,
2022, Figure 6-3).

been on running already vetted applications on “secure” operator hardware. While MEC
has with time become a paradigm on its own, including standardization efforts such as
the Open Edge Computing Initiative and Central-office Re-architected as a Data Cen-
ter (CORD) (Filali et al., 2020), this chapter will focus on the ETSI-MEC effort and its
reference architecture and will use the MEC abbreviation to refer to ETSI-MEC in the
future.

The focus of MEC has, since the beginning, been to provide edge-services in the so-
called 3GPP (3rd generation partner program1) networks, especially for the emerging
5G-networks (Hu et al., 2015). MEC is meant to integrate into existing mobile carrier-
networks, possibly into the edge of the RAN (Radio Access Network) (Taleb et al., 2017).
By inserting itself close to the user equipment (UE), it can provide applications local
context aware services; such as video re-coding based on local network conditions. Co-
operation with clouds and other EC architectures have been considered, and technically,
there shouldn’t be any reason why it wouldn’t be possible to pull applications from the
cloud to run in MEC, assuming there is a broad virtualization support in the MEC system.

The ETSI-MEC architecture (ETSI, 2022) (see figure 2.3 for MEC architecture overview)
is built around an operator having complete control of the whole distributed computation
system. A centralized orchestrator, the MEC orchestrator, is responsible for calculat-
ing the optimum placement of applications across the ecosystem while trying to honor

1An ETSI work-group for mobile-communication.
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requests from the MEC application. As the orchestrator has a global view of the edge
servers such as latencies and resource utilization, the placement of MEC applications be-
comes an optimization problem. Optimization criteria include quality of service (QoS)
such as latency and bandwidth but also system constraints such as processing and mem-
ory availability. Application placement based on energy requirements could also become
necessary depending on edge platform deployments. Summaries for MEC optimization
methods can be found in e.g. (Filali et al., 2020).

Most MEC applications (i.e. those that need to run on the user device), like most modern
EC apps, are split into two parts. First, there is the device app (DA), running on the
user device (UD), and then the MEC app running on MEC hosts in the system. A device
application, when used in the MEC system, will instantiate a user application tracking
entity. The device application can then communicate with the MEC system through the
user app lifecycle management proxy (the LCM proxy or the user app LCM proxy in
figure 2.3). The LCM proxy can be used e.g. to start, terminate and migrate applications
in the MEC system. The MEC specification isn’t clear on the LCM proxy role in routing
application payload (i.e. communication between the DA and the MEC App), but it might
be sensible to assume the LCM proxy handles that too.

Each MEC edge platform; e.g. a edge-deployment close to the RAN, has a platform
manager that acts as a glue between the platform providing the computational services and
the orchestrator. The platform manager, together with the virtualization infrastructure
manager manage the life-cycles of the MEC apps, coordinate the resources and e.g. provide
the network support needed.

Independent software vendors can publish MEC applocations using the MEC operators
customer facing service portal (CFS portal). The operations support system (OSS) will
track these MEC applications and, presumably manage resource constraints for the appli-
cation, e.g. based on the service level agreement as well as handle the billing.

An operator-centric edge-computing architecture isn’t perhaps the smoothest platform for
application deployment as software vendors would need to deploy applications across all
possible edge operators imaginable, or at least over those used by their customers. The
inter-MEC communication mechanism opens a possibility for multiple MEC operators to
co-operate, allowing MEC applications to migrate between the different operators. This
is achieved by introducing a central MEC federator that acts as a mediator between
MEC orchestrators of different origins (ETSI, 2021). The MEC federator provides an
inter-operator discovery service as well as the necessary business needs such as handling
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charging for the used resources.

ETSI-MEC is becoming a complete architecture with e.g. a working sandbox1 for testing
out MEC application development. The performance and viability of MEC is still up in
the air, but it’s probably just a matter of time when we see how the first ETSI-MEC
platforms perform.

2.6 Path computing

Path computing is a multi-tier cloud computing paradigm (Mortazavi et al., 2017) that
aims to bring latency sensitive computations closer to the user device. The path computing
network topology consists of independent nodes, that provide computing services. These
nodes can be singular servers, data centers or even clouds. While the path computing
topology can be arbitrary deep, there are three distinct tiers - the top (source) tier (i.e.
cloud), a network aggregator tier (core) and the latency sensitive tier (edge). The cloud
tier is the furthest away tier in regards to latency and provides application and data
persistence, while the core tier nodes might reside inside a mobile operators core network
and are activated as needed. In large operator networks, it might make sense to allow
chaining of core nodes to allow data aggregation in applications. The edge nodes should
be placed as close to the user as possible, possibly utilizing mobile gateways that provide
in-network processing at the edge of the radio access network (RAN). The path computing
concept has been tested with the CloudPath system and the terms path computing and
CloudPath will be used interchangeable throughout this thesis.

The CloudPath network isn’t an open network, and it can be assumed that there could exist
several different CloudPath networks in parallel, under different administrative domains.
Running software in a CloudPath network would require some kind of contract with the
authority of said network, e.g. a subscription, not unlike what many Cloud providers offer.

In path computing, applications publish entry-points to independent functions and the
latency constraints of the function. The latency constraint can be some minimum latencies
or a preferred placement in the 3-tier hierarchy (e.g. any, cloud, core or edge2). The
CloudPath system will then take the responsibility of routing and executing these functions
based on the constraints.

1https://try-mec.etsi.org/
2Perhaps even some combination of the 3 tiers, e.g. core ⊕ edge?
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A CloudPath node is an orchestrator managing some centralized computing infrastruc-
ture, e.g. a data center or an edge computing node. The CloudPath orchestrator runs the
different applications bundled inside Docker containers running the Jetty web server. The
containers themselves don’t have any data persistence, so CloudPath provides a hierarchi-
cal data storage architecture, PathStore, where data persistence is handled at the top tier
and updates from lower levels are propagated towards the top. PathStore is implemented
around the distributed NoSQL database Casandra. Each CloudPath node runs a separate
Casandra cluster that provides storage services to the applications running there. This
means however, that the provided storage isn’t consistent at all times over the network
and it depends on periodic updates to propagate changes up in the hierarchy, resolving
possibly conflicting data updates by choosing the most recent update.

Thanks to the light-weight and generic container used by PathStore, application deploy-
ments are fast. As every PathStore application is running from the same base container
image, deployment times are generally under 4 seconds in a fairly realistic network topol-
ogy, with the slowest edge tier case taking a few 100:s milliseconds longer, of witch the
application initialization takes about 850ms. Client redirection happens with DNS, i.e.
clients should connect to the closest running CloudPath node directly and if the server
application is already present there, no extra migration steps are needed.

Path computing introduces many interesting solutions to cloud computing problems and
should be able to supply edge computing services to a large portfolio of web-applications.
However, depending on Java can be limiting many applications, such as those running on
JavaScript frameworks, e.g. Node. A more generic architecture might be possible, but is
will probably lead to worse migration times.

2.7 ICON

Most edge-computing solutions depend on some kind of centralized control, be it through
contracts negotiated by humans, or direct ownership of the infrastructure. Centralized
control is the “easy way” and might be able to cover a lot of the end-user needs, as data
centers are built near population centers and telephone operators roll out edge solutions
such as MEC that brings edge-computing close to the mobile user.

However, there is a lot of under-utilized potential in the edge that could be tapped into.
Personal computers mostly run under-utilized, and if this resource could be utilized, it
would bring substantial computational power to the edge. Projects such as BOINC (An-
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derson, 2020) have shown the vast computational power available in personal computers.
Smaller data center operators might also have excess resources available that, in the cur-
rent centralization of cloud infrastructure, are hard to monetize. These individual actors
could provide their services as independent edge providers (IEPs) for e.g. software vendors
looking to run applications closer to the edge.

The intelligent container (ICON) (Zavodovski et al., 2018; Zavodovski, 2020) is one build-
ing block of a de-centralized edge-computing infrastructure. In centralized edge-computing
infrastructures, it can be feasible to calculate the optimal placement of services based on a
global view (Mohan et al., 2018) as the infrastructure is well known. In some cases, static
service requirements aren’t sufficient to describe some local conditions and it can be an
advantage if the local deployment can make the decisions on replication/moving closer to
the end-users or even termination, by gauging the local conditions.

An ICON contains a containerized application that provides some service, e.g. a web-
or database server. The ICON is contained in a virtualized environment such as a VM
or operating system container. ICONs manage internally their own life-cycle based on
the application requirements, such as minimum latency, and external constraints, such as
a budget, set upon it - which can include some static elements, but also programmatic
decision making. An application can also consist of one or several ICONs, e.g. an ICON
can be a micro-service or be part of a service function chain. As ICONs migrate, either
by moving or replicating to locations closer to the users, they form a natural hierarchy.
Data generated in ICONs can flow upwards towards the parent nodes through e.g. overlay
networks. Similarly, data from the parents can be propagated downwards; e.g. setting
new budget constraints to the underlying ICONs.

ICONs are run in container yards which, depending on the containerization technology
used, can be e.g. Docker or Kubernetes based. However, there needs to be some extra glue
software that provides ICON specific extensions so that ICONs are able to manage their
life-cycle. In this thesis I will use the term ICON orchestrator to describe this glue between
the container yard and the ICON. The basic building blocks of an ICON orchestrator is
also described in (Zavodovski et al., 2019), introducing the ExEC edge-cloud orchestrator.

In a dynamic environment, discovery of IEPs is one of the crucial pieces for a working
ICON ecosystem. This requires some knowledge of the local network topology, be it
through static knowledge, which may not be that robust in the ever-changing internet or
through network tomography where the network is probed regularly to assess the topology
and network conditions. The easiest way to perform a network tomography is by using
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MECa Cloudlets Path computing ICON
Multi-tenancy Authorizedb Local decision Authorized Yes
Multi-provider Federation Yes No Yes
App lifetime management Central/Policyb No (UA driven) Central/Policy App driven
Topology knowledge Centralizedb Local discovery Centralized Probed
User app API Yes Partial (VNC) Yes No
Containerization Any VM Java/Container Anyc

a ETSI-MEC reference architecture.
b In administrative/system (or federation) domain.
c The ICON Python Orchestrator (IPO), to be presented later in this thesis, however uses Docker
containers.

Table 2.1: Comparison chart of edge-computing architectures.

tools like traceroute to probe the network. As the network tomography only returns the
IP-address space, the closest IEPs must still be found out using some external database,
e.g. DNS. Clients connecting to ICONs could utilize IPv6 anycast to connect to the closest
running ICON. Using the DNS system in a similar way as CDNs to direct clients towards
the closest ICON could also work as an fairly efficient discovery method, but simpler
methods such as using HTTP redirection are also possible.

The ICON paradigm, like the multi-access edge computing paradigm, is catering for very
generic applications. ICON is one of the more permissive paradigms, having only few for-
mal application requirements. Implementations can however introduce some requirements
due to e.g. technical limitations, which will also be seen later in this thesis.

2.8 Comparison of edge-computing architectures

The previously presented EC architectures share a great deal of features. Some key dif-
ferences are portrayed in table 2.1. The key metrics are as follows:

• Multi-tenacy: Can independent software vendors (ISV) publish their apps on the
platform? Centralized architectures require the ISV to register itself with the edge
provider, while decentralized architectures can have local rules or use smart contracts
and automatic billing.

• Multi-provider: Does the architecture support running edge applications over mul-
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tiple independent edge providers (IEPs)? Centralized architectures usually have to
make use of a federation of IEPs, with all the administrative burden that comes with
that.

• App lifetime management: How is the application lifetime managed in the ar-
chitecture? Where is the decision made to migrate and terminate apps running on
the edge?

• Topology knowledge: Does the edge system (need to) know the edge topology,
e.g. how does the orchestrator know where to deploy applications?

• User app API: Is there a standardized way for the user device to communicate
with the server application on the edge?

• Containerization: Is there constraints on how the edge app is containerized, e.g.
running in a VM or in an operating system container.

Some of the differences can be explained by constraints in the experimental implementa-
tion (e.g. the containerization used in path computing) and others due to a more complete
architecture (e.g. user app API in MEC). The lack of a standardized trusted execution
environment, that would cover all EC edge-cases also limits some architectures to a cen-
tralized design. Architectures with looser constraints, that look into the future for some
solutions (e.g. TEEs), can therefore look more capable in comparison.

2.9 Summary

Edge computing has come a long way since the first stabs at it. The Cloudlets concept
was simple compared to what is currently brewing under the ETSI-MEC umbrella. The
authors of the firsts concepts can’t be blamed for the sometimes simplistic solutions - in
many cases, these first visions of edge computing probed solutions now used everywhere.
The scope of edge computing has also grown a lot since the early days of local edge services
(e.g. cloudlets) and it now encompasses the whole world. The early implementations were
mostly concerned about running stand-alone applications, albeit accelerated, efficiently
on resource starved user equipment. Later concepts have, however, focused on running
full blown distributed applications with a distinct user facing application and a back-end
application running in the edge-cloud.
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Technologies have evolved and the EC-architectures have grown to utilize them. In the
future, when e.g. trusted execution environments become common-place, true distributed
EC-architectures may become a reality. In the meantime, standardization efforts for cen-
tralized EC-architectures move forward and we will most probably have architectures like
the ETSI backed MEC effort provide edge-computing services to our smartphones over a
3GPP network.



3 The ICON python orchestrator

The ICON Python Orchestrator (IPO) is intended as a proof-of-concept ICON orches-
trator, omitting several details from the ICON architecture that would be required for
real-world usage. The omitted things include security in all forms including AAA (au-
thentication, authorization and accounting) and encrypted communication but also all
cost/bidding, proof-of-work and billing necessary for real-world deployments. The missing
features and possible further improvements will be discussed in section 3.3.

While the ICON paper (Zavodovski et al., 2018) doesn’t mention many low-level tech-
nologies, there are some specific suggestions including usage of the Domain Name System
(DNS) as the publish and discovery system for IEPs and using an HTTP RESTful API. In
section 3.2, I will describe the technical diversions from the original paper and the reasons
behind them.

In the final part I will also describe the development environment including the required
testing setup.

3.1 Design and implementation

The ICON Python Orchestrator (IPO) is written in Python, enabling easy access to
Docker, which is used as the container yard software. Docker (Merkel et al., 2014) uses
layered overlay filesystems, not much unlike the layered VM images used in cloudlets (see
2.1.2 for a technical comparison of the two). The layered images, among other things, can
be used to speed up transfers of application images when a common root image is used.

The orchestrator consists of three main components, depicted in figure 3.1.

• The orchestrator manager : Is responsible for keeping up connections to other or-
chestrators running child-ICON:s, as well as passing messages between the ICON:s.

• The Container yard: Is responsible for starting and stopping ICON:s. The container
abstraction provides ICON-specific services to the container through a Unix-socket.

• The network topology manager : Provides means to probe the network path to any
host via traceroute. It also keeps up a network topology map and publishes network
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Figure 3.1: Component overview.

metrics to this IEP via DHT and can retrieve network statistics for routers via
DHT for discovering other IEPs. Topology management, discovery and the DHT is
described further in section 3.1.1.

IPO also utilizes the Docker registry/repository system for distributing and fetching the
ICON filesystem image files.

3.1.1 Network topology management

IPO doesn’t require any manual network topology configuration as it will build up a
network topology view by probing every new IP-address fed to it. New IP-addresses
are harvested both from regular DHT communication (i.e. incoming and outgoing DHT
requests) and probe requests from ICONs, that usually happen when new clients connect
to the server application. In practice however, IPO only needs to know the path to the
backbone routers where traffic from the close-by users pass through.

Network probing is done using UDP-packets with sequentially rising time-to-live (TTL)
values (in the IP header, decremented at every router hop), starting from one. UDP trac-
ing was chosen as it can be done without using elevated system privileges and is easy to
parallelize. The traceroute tool found in Linux uses port 53 by default when UDP prob-
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ing. This port was found to cause problems due to blocking of the domain name system
(DNS) port done by my ISP, leading to missing hops in the path. Luckily port 33434
has been reserved by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) for traceroute
use (IANA contributors, 2022) and hopefully shouldn’t be blocked by overzealous network
administrators.

UDP-probing is done in parallel by utilizing many UDP-sockets (i.e. with differing UDP
source ports), speeding up the probe operation significantly compared to traditional tools
such as the “traceroute” tool found in many systems. This is especially important when
handling new user connections, as it might be entirely possible that the RTT between the
user device and the initial server is too large for the application to function satisfactorily,
possibly leaving the user to wait while a closer IEP is found. With a sufficiently large pool
of UDP-sockets available, path probing can be done in the same time as one round trip
(RTT) to the destination, assuming that the last address (i.e. the destination) responds to
the probe. If the destination address doesn’t answer, the probe is delayed by a predefined
timeout delay1, which could be optimized to be more dynamic and take the other probe
RTT:s into account.

Each router on the path decrements the IP TTL field when forwarding an IP packet. Once
the IP TTL field reaches zero, it will return an ICMP error message - “TTL exceeded” -
identifying the offending UDP/IP packet by port number (by IP/UDP header inclusion
as the ICMP payload2). From the ICMP message it is possible to determine the route
ingress IP-address of the router.

Once a probe packet has a large enough TTL to reach the destination host, another ICMP
error - “destination unreachable” - will be sent back, unless the host sits behind a firewall
that silently drops packets to closed ports. Hosts that silently drop probe packets will
experience a bit longer probe times as a few probes have to wait until timing out. The
timeout, however, could be decreased using smart timeouts that change based on previous
hop RTT:s.

When a sufficient number of IP-addresses have been probed, a tree-like network of routers,
can be built. However, having one ingress IP-address is not alone enough to identify a
router globally, as other ingress-paths have different IP:s. This is a problem, as the router
IP:s will differ depending on the location of the node initiating the traceroute - leading

1IPO uses 1500 ms.
2While Linux systems generally include more than the headers, including parts of the UDP payload,

most routers aren’t as generous! This behavior is, however, not in violation of the IPv4 RFC:s.
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↓ towards EC2 routerId ↑ from EC2 routerId
109.68.134.25 109.68.134.24 109.68.134.26 109.68.134.24
87.236.158.94 87.236.158.88 87.236.158.95 87.236.158.88
85.194.195.42 85.194.195.40 85.194.195.43 85.194.195.40
87.236.154.212 87.236.154.208 87.236.154.213 87.236.154.208
87.236.154.185 87.236.154.184 87.236.154.184 87.236.154.184
99.82.177.100 99.82.177.96 99.82.177.101 99.82.177.96
52.93.81.42 52.93.81.40 52.93.81.75 52.93.81.72
52.93.81.147 52.93.81.144 52.93.81.110 52.93.81.104

Figure 3.2: A curated route listing between Amazon EC2 and the authors home computer, both ways
(end points snipped for privacy). Mismatched routerId:s grayed.

to nodes on different branches having differing views of the network topology. Luckily
many routers use IP-addresses “close” to each other on all the network interfaces. By
experimenting on the limited paths available to me (e.g. between my home computer and a
Linux shell at University of Helsinki), an IP-netmask of 29 (i.e. mask away the lowest 3-bits
of the IP-address) was determined a good-enough estimator1 for giving routers both unique
and identifying addresses. Routing in the Internet doesn’t necessary need to follow these
neat bi-directional routes as load-balancing and different peering agreements may change
the egress/ingress routing significantly, which I also later discovered when validating my
router topology assumptions and found out that the “pretty” route previously observed
between my computer and the computer at University of Helsinki had changed significantly
and the ingress and egress paths had completely diverged. However, the route between my
computer in southern Finland and the Amazon EC2 cluster in Germany follows a “neat”
router layout and with the assumptions above, can be mapped correctly to a great extent
as seen in figure 3.2, with only routers internal to the DC being mismatched.

Occasional routerId clashes may still happen, but it can be assumed to only happen to
routers in very close proximity, due to the way prefix-routing works, to not affect the
overall network view significantly. However, for the network proximity discovery to work,
most routers must be caught by this identification process. A further improvement could
involve a fallback to per-ASN (Autonomous System Number, the Internet routing domain)
keys. The per-ASN keys would have a very coarse granularity, so additional probing
might be needed to find the closest IEP when several IEP:s announce close proximity to

1Further studies should be done, with a broader network topology data!
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RTT hops IP Port Timestamp
4 2 10.250.5.23 1337 13:43:50.123
10 5 10.250.1.2 1337 10:00:10.567
50 11 10.50.5.240 1337 12:05:23.432

Figure 3.3: A made up example of some possible router metrics stored in DHT.

a geographically large ASN (such as one belonging to tier 1/core networks).

Once there is some topology data, the node can announce itself to the network by storing
its information into the DHT, for every routerId encountered. The stored data contains
the port and address of this node, in addition to TTL and RTT to the specific node. A
timestamp is added so that the field can be updated consistently with new estimates as
the estimates are refreshed regularly. See figure 3.3 for an illustrated example router hop
data.

IPO uses a Kademlia (Maymounkov and Mazieres, 2002), specifically an embedded Kadem-
lia implementation for Python (Muller, 2021). Kademlia is a fairly robust DHT that can
withstand significant node churn without losing data. Joining a Kademlia network only
requires pre-knowledge of one other node in the network, allowing IPO nodes to join and
leave without any centralized configuration. Kademlia uses UDP framed messages and
doesn’t rely on in-network routing as each node recursively resolves the target nodes for
locally originating key lookups and inserts. The routing is done by gradual iterative node
discovery which allows a node to find the closest possible source and destination nodes to
a key.

The key in the network is always some routerId and the data can be one or several
rows of orchestrator announcements, ordered by the RTT value. Each Kademlia node is
responsible for merging the router data on insert - which in IPO is done by extending the
embedded Kademlia server. In a real-world scenario, core routerId:s could be swamped
by announcements and as such, culling the list by the tail should be performed as to fit
key lookup replies into a single UDP-packet without fragmentation.

The topology management and path discovery allows a fast method to figure out the
closest orchestrators to the client. However, there is room for improvement, which will be
discussed closer in section 3.3.
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3.1.2 The ICON container yard

IPO uses Docker to do the heavy lifting in containerization of ICONs. Docker provides a
layered filesystem, virtualized networking and isolation from the hosting operating system.
Among other things, Docker also provides means of mapping ports from the host system
to the container, which allows containers to receive incoming connections - a vital part
of being a server software. IPO users Dockers port mapping feature, where the host
system will redirect specific ports, via network address and port translation (NAPT), to
the container. On the root/source system, an ICON must always have a static universally
known port so that clients can connect to it, but when migrating containers, Dockers
auto-port allocation is used - to allow multiple ICONs to exist simultaneously on an IEP
hosting foreign ICONs. Migrating ICONs will inform the source ICON its allocated IP
address and port automatically when sending status updates (i.e. when the ICON enters
the running state) so that redirected clients can connect to the alternate, closer ICON.

Communication between the ICON and the orchestrator is done using a Unix socket that
is mapped inside the container at a static pre-defined location. The ICON will use this
socket to inform the orchestrator when it is ready to accept incoming connections, which is
propagated to the source ICON, so that it can start redirecting clients towards it. Finding
closer orchestrators and migrating to them is also done through the communication socket
using a simple JSON messaging API. Furthermore, IPO provides a client API library for
the ICON for streamlining these operations. A simple ICON application, which will be
discussed in the next section, requires less than 50 lines of boilerplate code for orchestrator
discovery and remote orchestrator handling.

3.1.3 Sample application

The ICON architecture doesn’t specify how applications should handle communication
between the user facing application, running on a user device, and the server back-end
running in the ICON. IPO doesn’t add any constraints to this either, so applications have
to provide some bi-directional means of communication where messages can be passed
between the server and the client.

A sample application, consisting of a server and client, was constructed to test and demon-
strate the functionality of IPO. The sample application uses web-sockets for communica-
tion between the client and the server, simulating what a web-application off-loading la-
tency sensitive computations to a server might look like. However, to ease the automation
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Figure 3.4: User migration sequence.

of the testing procedure, the sample client wasn’t written in JavaScript/ECMAScript com-
monly used on web-pages but instead in Python. The server however is a fully-functional
web-server, written in Python, using the embedded web-server aiohttp (Aiohttp contrib-
utors, 2022).

The server uses only one metric for selecting migration of a client towards a closer or-
chestrator, the calculated RTT to the client. Once a closer orchestrator has been found
for the client the migration process kicks off, culminating in a migration message is sent
to the client. The client blindly follows migration messages from the active server and
will instantly start connecting to the new ICON once it has received a migration message.
The client lifetime sequence is portrayed in figure 3.4. To make testing easier, the client
was made to quit gracefully after a successful migration and time out and fail if migra-
tion didn’t happen in a pre-defined interval. For evaluation purposes, the client also does
statistics by time-stamping state changes, such as when its done connecting to an ICON.
These features will be further discussed when evaluating IPOs performance in chapter 4.

3.2 Diverging from the original ICON architecture

3.2.1 Usage of DHT instead of DNS

As mentioned in 3.1.1, IPO uses a DHT to find the closest IEP. The ICON paper originally
suggested usage of the venerable DNS, storing the location of the closest orchestrator in
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SRV records. However, this requires:

• Functioning reverse mapping DNS records. The reverse DNS, or DNS PTR records
must exist for the IP addresses on the path between the user device and the server. In
most cases the user device will have a reverse DNS entry, but experience has shown
that routers regularly lack DNS PTR records. Additionally, when evaluating the
orchestrator performance, this also requires setting up an independent and realistic
hierarchical DNS system, a non trivial task in itself - just storing PTR records locally
would effectively give the DNS an unfair advantage as recursive address resolving
doesn’t happen.

• Access to the ISP:s DNS system as foreign entities (i.e. IEPs) can’t publish records
in domains that they don’t own. Every ISP intended to be served must co-operate
with the local IEP wishing to publish its location. ISPs might also want to charge
something for the effort. Moreover, there are no standard automated ways to send
dynamic DNS updates to the domain server - e.g. dynamic DNS updates are meant
for local updates mainly used to publish DHCP-resolved names in the local domain
and lack security measures needed for external entities publishing DNS records.
Doing things manually will automatically exclude most of the home computers from
serving edge computational needs.

• Additionally, several reverse DNS requests might be needed to find the closest domain
with an attached IEP. Not to mention the following DNS requests for the SRV
records. It can be hard to optimize DNS resolve timeouts even as the requests are
parallelized.

3.2.2 Communication using JSON messaging instead of REST

While the usage of DHT in the previous chapter can also be defended with technical
merits, the use of JSON instead of REST was done purely to simplify and save time
in development. Embedding a HTTP server, while simple in it self, as demonstrated in
the sample application, was also deemed risky, as IPO would use the embedded server
in ways that could expose bugs in the implementation. IPO is dealing with two sources
of incoming requests, i.e. the remote orchestrators and the locally running ICONs. The
embedded server would have to be able to distinguish between the sources and deal with
addition and removal of Unix socket endpoints - a very unusual way of operating a HTTP
server, and probably not very well tested in most embedded HTTP servers. Finding an
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embedded HTTP server that supported these features, and possibly dealing with the fall-
out of bugs due to IPO:s usage-patterns could easily have eaten weeks of development
time (e.g. applying fixes to the HTTP server). Thus, a simple JSON server combined
with a flexible message dispatcher and session handler was developed, to serve as the
communication endpoint inside IPO.

3.3 Missing features and possible further improve-
ments

As mentioned earlier, IPO is only meant to demonstrate how a simple ICON orchestrator
would work. IPO doesn’t work at the data center cluster-level as it uses Docker directly in-
stead of cluster-level container-yard applications like Docker Swarm or Kubernetes (which
doesn’t use Docker beneath). The networking in IPO only uses port-mapping, while a
real world application would require its own IP-address and the associated network cou-
pling to the container. Many applications would also benefit from having an overlay
network for internal communication - be it a secure VPN (virtual private network) or
some information-centric network (Xylomenos et al., 2014). The orchestrator could pro-
vide some extra services like services for data persistence, akin to how CloudPath does,
or provide a way of coupling or grouping different ICONs into a pipeline of services using
service function chaining (SFC) (Bhamare et al., 2016) methods, which may include data
persistence services like a database or a method for retrieving and storing plain files.

The most critical part missing, however, is security on all accounts. All communication
between the orchestrators is in plaintext, and there is no authentication between the or-
chestrators. To achieve secure communication, standard TLS (transport layer security)
with PKI (public key infrastructure) could be used. Domain records could be embed-
ded into the DHT records so that the current (mostly) web-centric PKI could be used.
Alternatively, certificate data could be added to the DHT record.

Furthermore, as in many other edge computing architectures, trusted execution environ-
ments (TEEs) are needed. The host system shouldn’t be able to snoop into the ICON, e.g.
as secure communication with clients require certificates to be stored inside the ICON.
This not only requires hardware support, but also support in the container environment.
However, hindering information leakage, that can happen by e.g. through side-channel
attacks, from these TEE:s is still an ongoing problem (Morbitzer et al., 2018).
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A functioning business model requires a payment model for the usage of time and resources
in the ICON. This requires a bidding phase, where the IEPs report the expected costs for
compute cycles on different devices (e.g. CPU and GPU) as well as memory and storage
usage. The payment should then happen automatically, electronically - the ICON and
IEP should have a clear verifiable electronic contract that can be audited later on. When
buying execution time on large cloud providers, we generally trust the providers to account
for usage fairly. This however shouldn’t be done in a completely distributed environment
as malicious actors could try to inflate the prices by salting the bill. There should perhaps
be a hardware assisted accounting coupled with the trusted execution environment to
guarantee some kind of assured accounting. The ICON could also itself try to measure
how much certain operations are expected to cost and compare it to the “bill” from the IEP.
If an IEP costs more than expected, blacklisting of the IEP could be done. Application
vendors could co-operate and keep up-to date blacklists to avoid having each and everyone
do the discovery themselves.

Finally, there are some performance improvements that could be applied to IPO. One such
improvement was suggested in (Zavodovski et al., 2018), where DNS is used to find the
closest running ICON instance by applying the same technique used by CDN:s, i.e. return
different DNS records based on the request origin. The closest ICON could be determined
by applying traceroute to the DNS request origin, which usually would be the recursive
resolver at some ISP. Even faster methods would use ASN and country specific caching,
directing the client to a near enough ICON. Finding the closest ICON is then faster when
the entry point is closer to the client, e.g. due to latencies when applying the traceroute.

Another source of delays in IEP discovery are the DHT lookups done by the Kademlia
algorithm, which in worst cases can be deeply recursive. The Kademlia protocol doesn’t
distinguish DHT nodes from each others based on physical distance and as such request la-
tencies are highly unpredictable - it’s not unlikely that a key happens to be stored on nodes
on the other side of the planet. A hierarchical DHT, modeled like the hierarchical Kadem-
lia DHT (DSHT or distributed sloppy hash table) introduced in the Coral CDN (Freedman
et al., 2004) that forms tiers based on physical proximity to other nodes, could improve
on these worst-case latencies.
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3.4 Testing

An ICON application stack consists of three distinct agent types, the user device (UD),
the orchestrator node and the ICON. The orchestrator also interacts with the Docker
daemon as well as the Docker repository. While some parts of the code-base can be tested
in separation, e.g. through unit testing, most of the software functionality has to be
tested in an end-to-end manner, bringing every agent interaction in to verify the correct
operation of the software. This required building a test setup that closely reassembles a
real world network with computer hosts and routers. The links binding the routers with
other routers and hosts also have latencies and maximum link bandwidths.

The test-bench was built using Linux namespaces and virtual networking separating the
routing from the host. While not strictly necessary, separating the inter-VM routing from
the host routing guaranteed a reproducible environment where changes in the host system
couldn’t affect the behavior of the VM:s, and enabled easy scripting to bring up the testing
environment on any computer.

Inside the private namespace on the host system, a virtual switch1 was created for allowing
three VMs communicate with each other. Two VMs would serve as IPO-nodes while
the third would run a network simulation. The virtual network simulation was created
with the help of the Mininet software (Kaur et al., 2014) which provides ways to create
separate router hops using Linux namespaces, containing virtual network devices. By
applying network queuing rules2 that induce delays and throttle throughput, Mininet can
thoroughly simulate network behavior found in the Internet.

By default Mininet builds an OSI Layer 2-switched network. IPO, however, depends on IP-
routing to decrement the IP TTL field on each network hop, so it was necessary to add some
additional glue code to achieve true Layer 3-routing. IP-routing was fortunately simple
to achieve due to the modular design of Mininet, needing only a new node abstraction for
enabling IP-forwarding and a new interface abstraction that allows specifying routes to
the links.

As mentioned earlier, each router in the Mininet network is essentially an isolated Linux
namespace with one or several virtual network devices attached to it. The virtual network
devices have endpoints in other namespaces allowing one to build a routed IP network.
Hosts and routers don’t differ much in the Mininet network, hosts simply being namespaces

1An ethernet bridge in Linux-speak.
2The traffic control feature found in Linux
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Figure 3.5: Testing setup with three virtual machines communicating over a host bridge.

with only one external route. In addition to locally simulated nodes, external networks
can be connected into the Mininet simulation - a feature used later to connect the two
IPO VMs into the network simulation.

The IPO orchestrator relies heavily on Docker, which in turn uses namespaces to isolate
containers from the host system. Running two or several Docker instances on the same
host instance was deemed, if possible at all, a too hard task to accomplish. Thus, the
IPO orchestrator nodes were separated into their own VM instances. The external IPO
VM:s are then attached through bridging (OVS/Open vSwitch bridge used by Mininet)
and via VLAN:s to the appropriate points in the Mininet virtual network, creating an
artificial long route between the two IPO nodes. The client is then run inside a Mininet
supplied namespace, as a virtual host on the network simulator VM, as it doesn’t exert the
extensive requirements on its containment as the IPO/Docker combination. See figure 3.5
for a more detailed view of the low level network interconnects.

The virtual network was built up to closely reassemble the real Internet. Internet can
generally be seen as a hierarchy of service providers, each providing a service to a lower
tier, i.e. the top tier acts as a global backbone and on the lowest level consists of ISP:s
providing service to users as well as smaller data centers (larger DC:s mostly connect
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Figure 3.6: Test network topology with routers, IEP nodes and user device (UD), with minimum link
latencies (i.e. artificially induced routing delays).

directly to the national backbone). The assumption when building the test network was
that the ICON:ized application would reside in another country sufficiently far away from
the user that a migration closer to the user made sense. As such communication between
the user and the IEP/Cloud provider would traverse up and down the Internet hierarchy.
See figure 3.6 for the network hierarchy with link latencies, the user device and the IEP:s
placed.

Finally, the sample application described previously in section 3.1.3 was used for testing
the correct migration behavior. The ICON application was first published on the IEP1
node (figure 3.6), with the IEP2 node only running connected to the same DHT-network,
publishing its core route to the network. The client software was run on the UD node and
the expected behavior was a migration happening from IEP1 to IEP2.

When running different test scenarios thousands of times, many interesting corner cases
were discovered and are now handled properly in IPO. While the test environment is fairly
static and as such, intuitively, each test run should execute in a very similar manner as
the previous one, this was shown not to be the case. Sometimes unexpected results would
happen after 1000:s of runs that would baffle the mind. The most perplexing case involved
loss of ICMP error returns in bursts when IPO was doing the traceroute operation. The
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ICMP losses could be vacant for 1000:s of runs, to suddenly turn up in crowds. To
make matters worse. logging and traffic tracing (using the tcpdump utility) decreased the
possibility of the loss occurring1. It finally turned out to be related to the ICMP rate-
limiting machinery found in the Linux-kernel. It’s possible that each ICMP sent inside the
Mininet-virtualized network counted towards a global counter and depending on a very
fine timing2, probably depending on host computer and VM guest scheduling timings,
it sometimes went over its maximum. Fortunately, this ICMP limiting feature could be
tuned, and even better, turned off inside the simulation network 3. Unexpected packet
losses (even in bursts) still happen which can alter timings a bit, and sometimes cause
failures. One such failure happens when packet loss happens as searching for a migration
target from DHT. Kademlia DHT doesn’t deal well with packet losses as it assumes there
should be several nodes available for queries - which isn’t the case in this test network.

Having a proper testing network was shown to be the cornerstone of a properly functioning
distributed system like the one IPO/ICON presents. However, for validating the proper
functionality a diverse set of test networks should be used. Differing path lengths, con-
gestion and packet losses should be used to stress all error paths; possibly by using some
kind if fuzzer that generates random but functional network topologies that have induced
packet losses. This broader testing network was however deemed to be out of the scope of
this thesis.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter I have described the development of the ICON Python orchestrator, a
simple proof-of-concept ICON orchestrator. Developing a distributed system consisting of
several different agents is not for the faint-hearted as the interaction between the agents
is hard to debug when something fails. Extensive logging has been applied throughout
the code-base, but even with logging it can sometimes be hard to figure out what has
happened when things go sour, not to mention when errors only creep up when logging is
turned off for performance measurements (to be discussed in next chapter).

While IPO is only a proof-of-concept ICON orchestrator, it was built up with the mod-
ularity needed to extend it to a fully-fledged ICON orchestrator. Sure, a few API:s need

1Making them appear like the notorious Heisenbugs.
2Counter probably reset at HZ/jiffies boundaries.
3By setting net.ipv4.icmp_ratemask to 0.
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changing to support proper service price negotiation and it can be hard to predict some ar-
chitectural changes when adding features - one of the reasons why waterfall-model software
development is so slow and prone to failure.

There are many interesting design decisions and lessons learned throughout the develop-
ment of IPO. The insights discussed in this chapter could provide a good starting point
for other edge computing orchestrators as well as future ICON development.



4 Evaluating the performance

Edge-clouds can improve communication latencies and decrease network messaging as
shown in e.g. (Satyanarayanan et al., 2009; Zavodovski et al., 2018). It’s evident that
placing servers closer to the clients, assuming the servers retain sufficient computational
capacity, will improve the communication performance. As such, I deemed measurements
of communication improvements in IPO as providing little or no additional value. How-
ever, from the client perspective, one important aspect rises when it comes to application
usability - how fast is the client able to migrate to a closer server. If an application is
unusable until the migration happens, a long migration time will certainly be noticeable
to the user, decreasing the user experience.

Three distinct migration cases, together with some sub cases, were identified:

i Direct migration: The closest ICON is running and the server is accepting new clients.
It’s up to the root/entry server to determine the closest container and redirect the user
there. These operations also apply to all the cases below.

ii Hot migration: The closest ICON is in a stand-by mode in the container yard on the
target system. This implies that the container data resides in the container yard and
the container can be started or thawed from hibernation. As IPO uses standard Docker
features, this means that the container is stopped and needs to be re-started. In the
performance measurement it can also be assumed that the container data is cached in
RAM. Different sub-cases such as bringing the data from spinning rust or flash drives
(e.g. solid state disks - SSDs) wasn’t tested as the results would be very hardware
dependent.

iii Cold migration: The closest attractive IEP is new to the ICON. Negotiations need to
be done (which IPO currently doesn’t do). But most importantly, all container data
needs to be transmitted to the new container yard. The amount of data that has to be
transmitted can vary a lot based on the container image composition. Docker uses a
layered approach where, in principle, the large base layer images could be present in all
container yards, saving both disk space and decreasing the amount of bytes that need
to traverse the network. In the performance measurement, the base layers already exist
in the target container yard and only the application layers need to be transmitted.
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Figure 4.1: Average RTTs (N=1000) between the active hosts in milliseconds. Standard deviation in
parenthesis. Network simulation minimum in square brackets.

As in the previous case, the container also needs to be started before the application
can accept any new requests. The time taken to transmit the image data takes the
lion’s share of the time needed to deploy the new ICON (as will be shown later) and
is highly dependent on the location of the source repository. In testing, the repository
resides on the root container yard, but it could reside e.g. in a CDN.

4.1 Performance measurement setup

The performance measurements were done from the client perspective and was run in the
same environment and using the same tools as in the test network described in section 3.4.
As noted in the aforementioned section, the test network simulates a real-world network by
introducing delays on each link. The introduced delays are minimum delays and scheduling
both in the host computer and in the different virtual machines can affect the round trip
time (RTT). The measured round trip time between the hosts as measured with the ping
utility can be seen in figure 4.1.

The test client was instrumented with timestamps at certain action points to measure the
time taken for operations. The three cases mentioned earlier, were measured separately
with each having its own set-up and tear down procedure. The performance measure-
ment is highly automated and uses SSH to start and stop the nodes as well as perform
cleanups between sampling in some cases. All instrumentation was run inside the mininet
provided namespace, which simulates a network node, inside the network simulation VM,
see figures 3.5 and 3.6 for the overall setup as well as figure 4.2 for the deployment.
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Figure 4.2: Statistics data collection deployment diagram over three virtual machines.

The following procedures were used for each of the three cases:

i Direct migrate: The sampling starts with two pristine IPO nodes that exist in the
same DHT space, i.e. the second node has been bootstrapped so that the Kademlia
DHT can execute queries to both nodes. A dry-run is performed where the client will
migrate from the first node to the second and the result is discarded, after which the
rest of the sampling takes place.

ii Hot migrate: Like in case (i), the sample starts with two pristine IPO nodes and
a dry-run is performed before starting the actual sampling. But to achieve a “hot”
restart, the second IPO node is re-started before each sample run, which consequently
stops the running ICONs on that node. The node re-start introduces an extra penalty,
as the nodes need to re-connect on migration. However, this should only add about
one RTT (between node 1 and 2) to the migration time. In a real-world orchestrator,
connections to other nodes might also be shut-down during long periods of inactivity,
making the results close to what would be seen there.

iii Cold migrate: Like in case (ii), the second node is restarted between sample runs, but
additionally the docker container and image for the test application is removed, forcing
the node to re-fetch and re-create the container on each migration.
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Measurement Mean 95% confidence ± 99% confidence ± standard deviation
Direct migration 575 1 2 20
Hot migration 4197 14 19 230
Cold migration 11613 37 49 595

Table 4.1: Migration speed of the three measured cases in milliseconds (N=1000).

The test rig is a rather old system, containing one 6-core (12 thread) Intel Haswell E (i7-
5820K) CPU at 3.3 GHz. The CPU is capable of providing VM acceleration and the host
system contains enough ram (24 GiB) to keep the VM:s in memory all the time. A total
of 1000 samples were gathered per case. The results will analyzed in the next chapter.

4.2 Performance results

As stated earlier, the performance was measured by time-stamping operations inside the
client. The following timings were deemed interesting as they represent progress in both
the client and the ICON software:

• Connected to origin: How long does the connecting operation take. As mentioned
in section 3.4, the test client uses a web-socket to connect to the server, which
introduces latencies both from the TCP 3-way handshake as well as the web-socket
handshake.

• Handshake sent to origin: Once the web-socket has connected, the application hand-
shake is performed.

• Handshake reply from origin: The handshake reply should arrive in about one RTT,
as it doesn’t require any additional processing in the test server.

• Migrate from origin: As soon as the server has received a handshake from the client,
it will asynchronously start to look for a better placement for the client. Once the
server has successfully been duplicated to the closer servers (i.e. the node running
in VM2), the migration message is sent to the client.

• Start connecting to edge: Once the client receives a migrate message with a valid
endpoint, it will try to connect there.
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Figure 4.3: CDF, PDF and statistical outliers for time to switch on direct redirect in milliseconds.

Figure 4.4: CDF, PDF and statistical outliers for time to switch on hot redirect in milliseconds.

• Connected to edge: Like when connected to origin, a 3-way TCP handshake and
web-socket handshake has been performed.

• Handshake sent to edge: As in handshake sent to origin, this will send a handshake
message to the edge node.

• Handshake reply from edge: The client is now connected to the edge node and further
application communication can be done there.

• Switched to using edge: Provided as a clarity item, in practice the switch happens
directly when a successful handshake has been done with the edge.

The migration times for the three cases are provided in table 4.1. Cumulative and probabil-
ity distribution graphs for the direct, hot and cold migration cases are found in figures 4.3,
4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Statistical outliers, where the samples represent less than .5%
of the total 1000 samples, are also marked in the graphs to illustrate the errors possibly
caused by cumulative VM ↔ VM and/or VM ↔ host interaction.

As mentioned earlier, timings were measured in different points in the client execution.
Figure 4.6 shows the average procession timings for a direct migration. It can be noted
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Figure 4.5: CDF, PDF and statistical outliers for time to switch on cold redirect in milliseconds.

Figure 4.6: Client latency measurements for direct redirect.

that communication latencies dominate the graph, leading to half of the time (about 300
ms) to be spent trying to connect to the origin server (i.e. the data points “Connected
to origin” and “Handshake reply from origin”) - a direct result three levels of handshakes
(TCP, web-socket and application) and the long RTT between the client and the root
server (about 96 ms). After a successful handshake the ICON would have to wait for the
network tomography to finish, which includes a traceroute from the IPO node towards the
client as well as DHT-lookups that in this test network require queries going to the second
IPO node. Consequentially this adds the RTT between VM1 and UD as well as the RTT
between VM1 and VM2 (107 ms + 96 ms = 203 ms; see figure 4.1 for the measured RTT:s
between the hosts) to the migration delay, also taking the lions part of the migration
time. The minimal communication needs guarantee a fairly narrow statistical distribution
(figure 4.3), while random packet losses can lead to some samples having significantly
longer migration times.
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Figure 4.7: Client latency measurements for hot redirect.

In hot and cold migration (figures 4.7 and 4.8) the migration time begins to grow while,
naturally, the handshake times stay unchanged. Figure 4.9 illustrates the difference be-
tween the direct and hot migration times. In both hot and cold migration, the primary
IPO node is forced to establish a new connection with the edge node, adding two RTT:s
worth of delay. Most of the time is, however, spent fetching (in the cold migration case),
preparing and starting the Docker container for the ICON.

The cold migration case takes 7.4 seconds longer to start than the hot migration case,
closely reassembling findings by (Harter et al., 2016) and (Verma et al., 2015) who noticed
that image transfer times can take up to 80% of the total time when migrating a container.
In the IPO benchmark the sample server might be slow to start due to e.g. being written
in Python, making the hot migration account for 34% of the time a cold migration needs.
The sample server is also fairly small and simple, e.g. not needing a lot of data transmitted,
leading to a much shorter startup time than the 25 seconds average measured by (Verma
et al., 2015).

While the statistical distribution for direct migration (figure 4.3) looks like what would
be expected for a fairly synthetic benchmark setup, the hot and cold migration results
are more widely spread out. Random packet-losses can account for some of the dispar-
ities. However one operation in particular could account for a lot of random delays -
synchronous write operations. I suspect Docker does, as to guarantee data-integrity, write
synchronization (e.g. using the fsync file operation) forcing the system to write out data
to the storage device and wait for its completion. The rather old storage system in the
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Figure 4.8: Client latency measurements for cold redirect.

Figure 4.9: Client latency measurements for direct and hot redirect.

test host1, guarantees a wide variety of seek-times depending on where the data at a given
time is written. Analyzing the root causes of the delays in these cases is however outside
the scope of this thesis.

4.2.1 Comparison to other edge computing solutions

There are many edge computing paradigms being developed in the academia. This, how-
ever, doesn’t always translate into working software to test and benchmark. The closest
contestants to IPO are therefore few, of which two have been chosen for comparison - a sim-
ple cloudlets VM based edge computing implementation named Kimberly (see section 2.4)
and one based on the path computing paradigm - CloudPath (see section 2.6).

Table 4.2 compares the IPO-results to the published benchmark numbers for cloudlets and
path computing. The network latencies, when applicable, are also included. It can also

1RAID1 over a pair Western Digital “Green” 5400 RPM disk drives.
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System Network latencies (ms) Migration performance (ms)

Client to root Client to edge edge to root Direct Hot Cold

Kimberlya -b -c -b -b -b ∼20000d

CloudPathe 130 5 125 -c -c 4084
IPO 92 14 102 575 4197 11613

a An implementation of the Cloudlets paradigm, see section 2.4.
b Not applicable.
c Measurement not available.
d For the NULL VM, approximately from (Satyanarayanan et al., 2009, figure 7).
e An implementation of the path computing paradigm, see section 2.6.

Table 4.2: Migration speed comparisons between edge computing implementations.

be noted that only CloudPath and IPO have a comparable network topology, as cloudlets
as implemented by Kimberly only work in the local area network.

The most interesting numbers are in the cold migration case, as it shows the migration
penalties taken with three different underlying containerizations; fetching and running
a VM image overlay (Kimberly), fetching and running a docker image overlay (IPO)
and fetching the application code and running it inside a JVM container (CloudPath).
The startup of a cold VM takes the longest, while running a generic JVM container and
applying the application code to it is the fastest method.

It seems that IPO:s Achilles’ heel, when comparing to CloudPath, in this case is the
fetching and running of a new container - which CloudPath successfully omits by using a
common JVM container for all guest deployments. However, its performance in the hot-
migration case is on par with CloudPath, which should be a common case when having
an stable and optimized deployment strategy.

4.3 Summary

Migration time is one metric to consider when using edge-servers. In this chapter have
shown that IPO is capable of doing swift migrations in a variety of cases. The results
however indicate that the greatest improvements to migration times could be outside
of IPO, e.g. in Docker. Docker improvements such as Slacker (Harter et al., 2016) could
improve the cold-migration case considerably. The performance of the IPO nodes obviously
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also matter a lot as e.g. disk seek-time might be a great contributor to delays in the
migration process.

The measurements presented here should be take into account when planning migrations.
It might be prudent to initially prefer direct and hot migrations to edge nodes that have
acceptable capabilities (e.g. latency) for clients even though a cold migration would give
a better latency for a client. Having many edge nodes with the application image ready
at hand might also prove to be a good strategy for ICON deployments; perhaps an oppor-
tunistic image push-strategy for ICONs could be possible.



5 Conclusions

Over the years, there has been a lot of research in edge computing. There is clearly a
great interest in bringing computations closer to the user device both in the academic
and business world due to the benefits it could bring. Edge computing can be done in a
myriad of different ways as shown in this thesis. History has shown that the technically
best solution seldomly wins - often the just good enough solution succeeds. What are the
minimum requirements for an all-encompassing edge computing architecture? Could a
completely decentralized edge computing architecture succeed due to the vast amount of
technical requirements its burdened with or would it be easier to have at least a partially
centralized architecture à la ETSI-MEC, which also enjoys a heavy backing from a major
industry consortium?

In this thesis I have presented the edge computing concept and a few different ways to
do edge computing. I have also shown the implementation of a simple edge computing
orchestrator, the ICON Python Orchestrator (IPO). IPO shows that the ICON paradigm
can be implemented on the orchestration level as presented in the original paper, although
a few changes were made in the discovery algorithm. The collected statistical data also
shows that IPO is on par with other orchestrators when it comes to deployment times of
applications across the edge, even as many obvious optimizations are missing.

However, the orchestrator is the easy part of the equation when it comes to edge comput-
ing - especially in a decentralized architecture like ICON. A highly de-centralized ICON
network depends on many additional parts. It’s crucial to have some kind of trusted
computing to avoid having malicious IEPs eaves-drop on containers. Additionally, trusted
accounting, smart contracts and automatic payments for resource usage using e.g. crypto-
currency is needed for a edge computing as a business-model for IEPs.

There is a great deal of research happening around edge computing. However, tying
together a decentralized EC paradigm, like ICON, with concepts like smart contracts, au-
tomatic billing for edge services, service function chaining, service grouping, and measures
against malicious edge providers into actual implementations, might still prove to be a
too gargantuan task (I will however applaud for the effort!). In the meantime, “simpler”
architectures such as ETSI-MEC might take the lead.
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